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DNI / NIE / Pass *

Surname 1 *

Surname 2

Name *

E-mail *

I wish to carry out my doctoral thesis in the doctoral programme: *

and in the following research line, associated to the doctoral programme: *  

Before filling out the next fields, please, visit URV's doctoral programmes webpage to get 
information about the research lines associated to each doctoral programme:  

 http://www.doctor.urv.cat/futurs-estudiants/oferta/en_index 
The research line pointed out in this document must be present in the chosen doctoral 

programme's webpage. Otherwise your application may be rejected.

b) doctoral thesis in joint supervision regime? *  Yes  No
If Yes, state the name of the foreigner university of the joint supervision:

 No Yesc) industrial doctorate? *

If Yes, state the name of the firm or company:

and the granting institution of the financial help:

Name and Surnames

I am also interested in being supervised by the following professor of the doctoral programme:

Have you applied or will you apply for: 

 Yes  No
If Yes, state the name of the financial help or fellowship and the granting institution:

with the next co-supervisor:

co-supervisor

a) any kind of financial help or fellowship for you doctoral programme ? *

 No YesDo you have a support letter by a professor of the doctoral programme? *
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